
THE DOMAINE: Established more than a decade ago and awarded “Best Small Winery in Canada’ by the National Wine Awards,
two sisters, Angela Marotta and Melissa Marotta-Paolicelli  have created a gorgeous estate producing super-premium and luxury
wines in Canada.  Settling in the Niagara region, particularly Niagara-on-the Lake, the Marotta family winery reflects their
passion to bring people together over Italian food, pristine Bordeaux style wines and culture. Taking a non-interventionist
approach, winemaker Adam Pearce is dedicated to drawing on the unique soil composition and terroir on the estate.The first of
its kind, estate grown Blanc de Franc sparkling, showcases Ontario at it’s finest, while their elegant whites, sourced from
leading vineyards in the cooler, mineral-rich Niagara Escarpment Benchlands highlights the delicate and delicious nature of our
VQA. The complex estate red Bordeaux varieties from the warm Niagara River sub-appellation, rivals it’s French counterpart.  
Angela and Melissa’s motivation and commitment to excellence is evident in every wine produced.  Along with Adam’’s
expertise and meticulous approach to winemaking, Two Sisters Vineyard represents the best of Ontario, proving once again
there is no place like home.

VITICULTURE AND VINIFICATION: The 2018 Senza is the fourth vintage in the series, since the very successful 2015 introduction
of this label. Senza is created with minimal intervention, with no added sulphur, no filtration or fining, and no barrel topping.
Only indigenous yeast was used in the fermentation. Senza is a very pure and natural expression of the vineyard and the
vintage.The wine is a blend of 50% Cabernet Franc and 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, and the wines were fermented and barrel aged
separately for 18 months in French oak (50% new), then blended.

VINTAGE DETAILS: A reduction in yield for 2018 can be attributed to two main factors: long dry spells which resulted in small
berry size at veraison; and the necessary dropping of fruit, particularly for those varieties that started to breakdown
prematurely, due to humidity, at a time when the grapes had already softened. This was the case for Riesling and Pinot Gris, and
to some extent, Chardonnay. However, above average heat paired with a dry summer allowed a good level of ripeness and
concentration to develop in remaining 2018 fruit. Outlook for wines from this vintage is positive.

TASTING NOTE: A unique low-intervention wine with no filtration, barrel filling or added sulphur. Dense and concentrated with
notes of black cherries and blueberries, toasted nuts, savory spices and raisins.

PERSONAL NOTES:

VINTAGE: 2018

GRAPE(S):

COUNTRY: Canada

APPELLATION: Ontario, Niagara River VQA

VINEYARD: Estate

SUGAR:  0 g/L

ACIDITY: 6.4 g/L

ALCOHOL: 13%

STYLE: Bold and complex

FOOD PAIRINGS: 
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